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On arranging one’s kitchen several imperatives come into play. 
Functionality. Accessibility. Conservation. Aesthetics. A kitchen takes 
upon itself the role of conductor: conducting nutritional well being, 
sanitation health, and social successes. The kitchen is the house’s 
manifesto, an owners living declaration. Functionality determines the 
breadth of taste inhabitants will be privy too. The ideal kitchen is a 
materialistic beast requiring the minimum: measuring cups, whisks, 
spatulas, spoons, food processor, mixing bowls, a blender, red and white 
wine glasses, several wine openers.  
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There is much to consider, but let us focus on pots. Pots serve as a resume. 
They express, either by their abundance or absence, a skill set. So stainless 
steel or Teflon? A kitchen possessing stainless steel pots is kitchen 
confident in its ability, a kitchen that will most likely contain several 
recipe books along with several handwritten supper ideas begging to be 
tried. It is the kitchen that thinks burnt is a myth.  It remains full with ego, 
overestimating its expertise to friends and strangers alike.2 The Teflon 
owner is a cautionary tale, does not believe in leaving things to chance or 
even a whim. It is a kitchen with a few good meals in its repertoire, the 
celebrated, yet self-conscience host of many a successful dinner party.3 

 
 

                                            
1 Some conjecture 
2 This judgment is based solely on myth 
3 Note, the kitchen that rises above will also be in possession of one cast iron skillet. 

Moving downward in  
hierarchy there are: 

 
 

plates. 
bowls. 
mugs. 
glasses. 

 
 

What era does one wish to nourish  
from in the following years: 

 
 

Fine China? 
Art Deco? 

Fiesta? 
Chinette? 

 
 



Color scheme choice abounds. How hard does one try? Paisley blue has a 
far different story to tell from charcoal black. The optimist or the 
tormented, so much is implied. The choice of course is not to satiate the 
owner, nor the kitchen for that matter. It is to please the palate of guests, 
unwanted and invited alike. The owner must imagine how a breakfast 
visitor will look hands cupped around a too strong cup of coffee. Whether 
a lunch guest will maneuver their way around the edges of a soup bowl 
with delight or concern. The pressure is thick. 
 
Perhaps the worst of it is in the flatware. The sole thing a hand fingers 
constantly during a meal. One must worry: about designs, flowers or 
abstract shapes? Shine or matte finish? But most importantly: the weight. 
A knife too light implies impermanence. One does not want their kitchen 
to be a passing fancy. A fork too heavy exhausts, taking away the required 
repose of a superior meal. 
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The Accessibility of a kitchen will determine the frequency of its use. Idle 
pots should remain always out of view, preferably in a kitchen cabinet 
either extremely high or extremely low. Food processors, blenders, juicers, 
etcetera should remain in an area that implies that they are much more 
necessary than they actually are. A cabinet above the fridge works well for 
this deceit. Flatware should be well divided in this order: Knives, Large 
Forks, small forks, Large Spoons, small spoons. Salad ware in the back. 
Coffee mugs placed in a high cabinet above the everyday glasses. Plates 
and bowls should be located in the most central cabinet space, usually in 
close proximity to the sink.  
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Aesthetically one must worry about the aerial view, the big picture. 
Kitchen art is a must and it’s subtly is required. Photographs of people 
dining, perhaps an overstatement. Remember, clever knick knacks do 
nothing but improve the warmth of a kitchen and its owner. One color 
scheme should be followed, with dashes of color achieved through accent 
pieces, think colorful mixing bowls on a counter. On the lap of Aesthetics 
is where Conservation invents itself. Clutter implies a novice kitchen, 
white space must be utilized. 
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The kitchen is where ingredients become visual and tongue pleasurable 
meals. Dining, whether solitary or communal, is at the center of cultural 
activity and human connection. If one does not cook than a kitchen serves 
as a deceptive but useful armor.  Like a painting, the kitchen is the 
owner’s visual interpretation of what food is supposed to do, requiring all 
the same things happen: Functionality. Accessibility. Conservation. 
Aesthetics. Aesthetics, of course, holding all value.4 

                                            
4 This is absolutely true. 


